In this paper, we propose a data collaboration analysis method for distributed datasets. The proposed method is a centralized machine learning while training datasets and models remain distributed over some institutions. Recently, data became large and distributed with decreasing costs of data collection. If we can centralize these distributed datasets and analyse them as one dataset, we expect to obtain novel insight and achieve a higher prediction performance compared with individual analyses on each distributed dataset. However, it is generally difficult to centralize the original datasets due to their huge data size or regarding a privacy-preserving problem. To avoid these difficulties, we propose a data collaboration analysis method for distributed datasets without sharing the original datasets. The proposed method centralizes only intermediate representation constructed individually instead of the original dataset.
Introduction
Recently, data became large and distributed with decreasing costs of data collection. If we can centralize these distributed datasets and analyse them as one dataset, we call this as centralized analysis, we expect to obtain novel insight and achieve higher prediction performance compared with the individual analysis on each distributed dataset. However, it is generally difficult to centralize the original datasets due to its huge data size or regarding a privacypreserving problem.
As an example, in the case of medical data analyses, the dataset in each institution may not be enough for the high prediction performance due to deficiency and imbalance of the data samples. However, it is difficult to centralize the original medical data samples with other institutions due to a privacy-preserving problem. On the other hand, it is highly possible that, if the original data is transformed to other (low-)dimensional space by some appropriate linear/nonlinear map, the mapped data called intermediate representation can be centralized relatively easily because each features of intermediate representation does not have any physical meaning.
Examples to overcome the difficulties of the centralized analysis include usage of privacypreserving computation based on cryptography [3, 8, 12, 15] and differential privacy [1, 4, 13] . The federated learning [16, 18] , that centralizes a model while the original datasets remains distributed has also been studied for this context.
As a different approach from these existing methods, in this paper, we propose a data collaboration analysis method for distributed datasets based on centralizing only intermediate representation constructed individually. The proposed data collaboration analysis method assumes that each institution uses a different map function for constructing intermediate representation and does not centralize the map functions to avoid risk for approximating the original data samples from intermediate representation using (approximate) inverse of the map function. The proposed data collaboration analysis method also does not use privacypreserving computation. Using some sharable data, e.g., public data and dummy data constructed randomly, as anchor, the proposed method realizes a data collaboration analysis by mapping again the individual intermediate representation to the same incorporable representation named collaboration representation.
The main contributions of this paper are
• We propose the data collaboration analysis method without centralizing the original dataset for distributed datasets.
• The proposed method is different from the existing approaches because it does not use privacy-preserving computations and does not centralize a model.
Data collaboration analysis
Here, we consider the case that there are multiple institutions and each institution has dataset individually. We propose a data collaboration analysis method for distributed datasets without sharing the original data. In this paper, we assume that analysis means supervised learning including classification and regression. Let d be the number of institutions, m be the number of features, n i , s i be the numbers of training/test data samples the ith institution has and n, s be the total numbers of training/test data samples,
, y i2 , . . . , y is i ] ∈ R m×s i be training dataset, ground truth and test dataset the ith institution has.
We do not centralize the original datasets X i and Y i . Instead, we centralize the intermediate representation constructed individually from X i . We also do not centralize the map function for the intermediate representation to reduce risk for approximating the original data.
In the rest of this section, we introduce the basic concept and propose a practical algorithm.
The basic concept
Instead of centralizing the original dataset X i , we consider centralizing the intermediate representation,
constructed in each institution individually, where f i is a linear/nonlinear column-wise map function. Since each map function f i is constructed using X i individually, it depends on i.
The dimensionality ℓ i may also vary the institution i. The map function includes unsupervised dimensionality reductions such as Principal component analysis (PCA) [14, 19] , locality preserving projections (LPP) [9] and supervised dimensionality reductions such as Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) [5, 6] , local FDA (LFDA) [20] , semi-supervised LFDA (SELF) [21] , locality adaptive discriminant analysis (LADA) [17] , complex moment-based supervised eigenmap (CMSE) [10] . We also consider a partial structure of deep neural networks. The proposed method aims to avoid a privacypreserving problem by achieving collaboration analysis while the original dataset X i and the map function f i remain distributed in each institution.
Because f i depends on the institution i, even if each institution has the same data sample x, its intermediate representation is different, i.e.,
Therefore, we can not analyse intermediate representations as one dataset even if dimensionality is the same, ℓ i = ℓ j .
To overcome this difficulty, we consider transforming again the individual intermediate representations to the same incorporable representation by a linear map, i.e.,
with G i ∈ R ℓ×ℓ i such that
Since the obtained data
preserve some relationship of the original dataset, we can analyse them as one dataset
Because the map function f i for the intermediate representations are not centralized, the matrix G i can not be constructed from only the centralized intermediate representation X i . To construct the matrix G i , here, we introduce a sharable data called anchor dataset,
e.g., public data and dummy data constructed randomly, where r ≥ ℓ i . Applying each map function f i to the anchor data, we have the ith intermediate representation of the anchor dataset,
Then, we construct the matrix G i such that the individual intermediate representation of the anchor data
Proposal for a practical algorithm
One of the main parts of the proposed method is constructing the collaboration representation. The matrix G i can be constructed via the following two steps: setting the target for the collaboration representation and constructing the matrix G i .
Firstly, we set the target Z = [z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z r ] ∈ R ℓ×r for the collaboration representation X anc i of the anchor data by solving
This minimization problem is difficult to solve directly. Instead, we consider solving the following minimal perturbation problem, i.e.,
The minimal perturbation problem (1) with d = 2 is called the total least squares problem and is solved by the singular value decomposition (SVD) [11] . As the same manner, we can solve (1) with d > 2 using SVD. Let
be SVD of the matrix combining X anc i , where
and Σ 1 has larger part of singular values. Then, we have
where C ∈ R ℓ×ℓ is a nonsingular matrix. Next, setting Z = U T 1 , we construct the matrix G i such that
The algorithm of the proposed method is summarised in Algorithm 1.
Related works
One possible choice to achieve a high quality analysis avoiding the difficulties of the centralized analysis is usage of privacy-preserving computation. There are two typical types of the privacy-preserving computation techniques based on cryptography [3, 8, 12, 15] and differential privacy [1, 4, 13] . Cryptography-type privacy-preserving computations (or secure multi-party computations) can compute a function over distributed data whole keeping those data private. Specifically, fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [7] can compute any given function; however, they are impractical for large datasets regarding computational costs even using the latest implementations [2] . The differential privacy is another type of privacy-preserving computations that protects privacy of the original datasets by randomization. The differential privacytype privacy-preserving computations are more efficient than cryptography-type regarding the computational costs, however, they may be low prediction accuracy due to noise added for protecting privacy.
Algorithm 1 A proposed method
Input:
Construct a model h by some machine learning or deep learning algorithm using X as the training date and L as the ground truth, i.e., L ≈ h( X). 9: Predict the test data Y i using a model h and get
As another choice, the federated learning that centralizing a model has also been studied [16, 18] . The federate learning achieves a high quality analysis avoiding the difficulties of the centralized analysis by centralizing a model function instead of using cryptography and randomization. However, since it may have a risk for revealing the original dataset because a model is shared. Therefore, the federated learning is used in conjunction with privacypreserving computations [22] .
The proposed method is different from these existing approaches because it does not use privacy-preserving computations and does not centralize a model.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a data collaboration analysis method for distributed datasets based on centralizing only individual intermediate representation while the original datasets and the map functions remain distributed. The proposed method is different from existing approaches, since it does not use the privacy-preserving computations and does not centralize the map functions.
In the future, we will evaluate the recognition performance of the proposed method compared with the centralized and individual analyses for several problems.
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